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Stand Up Open  Length: :34
Hi I’m Patrick Harwood for C-of-C Scene. It was eight years ago today…

September 11, 2001…that the horrific terror attacks on America took place…killing thousands. Eight years later…the War on Terror continues. Most of the students here at the College of Charleston were 10…11…12 years old when 9-11 happened. They’ve grown up with the War on Terror. So today on this eighth anniversary…how do these young people feel about the War on Terror…are we winning? Can we win? Is America doing the right thing?

POS Comments

Chris Bland- Charleston  Length: :23
In:  The war started back
Out:  doing the right thing

Morgan Edwards- Columbia and Robin Scott- Aiken  Length: :26
In:  It doesn’t feel
Out:  never going to stop

Taylor Chaboz—Charlotte and Joey Ingham—Maryland  Length: :31
In:  It’s definitely gone on long enough...
Out:  done what we can, so we’re done

Rachel Jester—Greenville  Length: :39
In:  I think almost that it was
Out:  claim a democracy

Preston Garrison—Nevada  Length: :22
In:  I support the war
Out:  any other way to look at it

Stand Up Close  :15
Early on in the War on Terror then President George Bush warned the country that this is a war that could last 20 years or longer. Eight years into the war with its outcome still so murky Bush’s prediction could very well come true. For C of C Scene I’m Patrick Harwood.
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